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Abstract. Identifying and mapping the location, extent, severity, and causal agent of forest change events is necessary for obtaining
a wide range of information. Using 6 ecologically representative test sites (each ∼ 800 km2) in the province of Saskatchewan,
Canada, for the period 1998–2012, our objective was to prototype an object-based approach for identifying spectral change
features, filling data gaps in Landsat reflectance annual best-available-pixel (BAP) composites, and attributing change processes
to the derived stand-like spatial objects. The tasseled cap angle (TCA), which combines information from the visible, near-infrared,
and midinfrared, enabled the description of landscape condition and its temporal derivative, the process indicator (PI), relates
the rate and directionality of change at the landscape level. Data gaps, as well as anomalous values identified using time-series
similarity analysis with dynamic time warping and cross-correlation measures, were replaced by spatiotemporal interpolation,
resulting in annual proxy composites with no missing values. An assessment of proxy values against surface reflectance values
indicated high agreement for reflectance bands (R = 0.79–0.96, RMSE = 0.005–0.021) and for TCA (R = 0.93, RMSE = 0.005),
and a decrease in reliability of the proxy value as the size of the spatiotemporal gap increased, with longer temporal gaps having
a greater impact on infill reliability than larger spatial gaps. Distinctive change dynamics of the sample sites were captured,
demonstrating a capacity to simultaneously identify low and high magnitude changes as well as positive (e.g., growth) and negative
(e.g., wildfire) trajectories using the PI. The approach presented herein provides a robust option for monitoring forest change by
simultaneously describing state and ongoing change processes.

Résumé. L’identification et la cartographie de la localisation, de l’étendue, de la gravité et de l’agent causal des évènements de
changements des forêts sont nécessaires pour un large éventail de besoins d’information. En utilisant 6 sites écologiquement
représentatifs (d’environ 800 km2 chacun) en Saskatchewan, au Canada, de 1998 à 2012, notre objectif était de développer une
approche basée sur l’objet pour identifier les caractéristiques de changements spectraux, de combler les données manquantes
dans des composites annuels de meilleur pixel disponible (BAP) de Landsat pour la réflectance, et d’attribuer les processus de
changements aux objets spatiaux dérivés. Le « tasseled cap angle » (TCA), qui combine les informations du visible, du proche
infrarouge et de l’infrarouge moyen, a permis la description de l’état du paysage et sa dérivée temporelle, le « process indicator »
a permis la description des taux et la direction des changements au niveau du paysage. Les lacunes dans les données, ainsi
que les valeurs anomales qui ont été identifiées en utilisant l’analyse de similarité de séries temporelles avec le « dynamic time
warping » et les mesures d’intercorrélation, ont été remplacées par l’interpolation spatio-temporelle, qui a conduit à des composites
d’estimateurs annuels sans valeurs manquantes. Une évaluation des valeurs d’estimateurs contre les valeurs de réflectance de
surface a indiqué un accord élevé pour les bandes de réflectance (R = 0.79–0.96, RMSE = 0.005–0.021) et pour le TCA (R = 0.93,
RMSE = 0.005), et une diminution de la fiabilité des valeurs d’estimateurs lorsque la taille de l’écart spatio-temporelle augmente.
Les plus longues lacunes temporelles ayant un plus grand impact sur la fiabilité de remplissage que les lacunes spatiales plus
grandes. Les dynamiques de changement distinctives des sites d’échantillonnage ont été capturées, démontrant une capacité à
identifier simultanément les changements de magnitudes faibles et élevées ainsi que des trajectoires positives (par exemple, la
croissance) et négatives (par exemple, feu de forêt) à l’aide du PI. L’approche présentée ici fournit une option robuste pour le suivi
des changements forestiers en décrivant simultanément l’état actuel et les processus de changements.
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*Corresponding author e-mail: c.gomez@abdn.ac.uk

INTRODUCTION
Change events in forest environments can be spatially and

temporally discrete, such as stand replacement subsequent to
wildfires or harvesting, or alternatively, change events can be
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spatially and temporally diffuse, resulting from forest growth,
successional processes, or forest health issues (Coops et al.
2006). Sudden disturbances have an impact on the development
of forest ecosystems (Oliver and Larson 1996), influencing the
structure, composition, and function of forests (Franklin et al.
2002; Frolking et al. 2009), whereas subtle, slow, continuous
agents of change typically have longer-term and less obvious ef-
fects on the landscape (Coops et al. 2006). Identifying and map-
ping the location, extent, severity, and causal agent of change
events is necessary in order to obtain a wide range of informa-
tion needs, including forest management (Long 2009), carbon
accounting (Kurz et al. 2008, 2013; Houghton et al. 2012), bio-
diversity and habitat assessment (Duro et al. 2007; Berland et al.
2008), and climate change mitigation and adaptation strategies
(LeQuéré et al. 2009, 2012).

Remotely sensed data provide information with inherent
spatial reference that is well suited for characterizing change
events in forested landscapes (Coppin et al. 2004). In particular,
medium spatial resolution imagery has been demonstrated as a
highly informative source of data for detection of change at hu-
man or management scales (Wulder, White, Goward, et al. 2008;
Achard and Hansen 2013). Change detection approaches based
on remotely sensed data are diverse (Singh 1989; Gong and Xu
2003; Coppin et al. 2004; Lu et al. 2004), differing in terms
of the technique used for analysis, the spatial units considered
(Hussain et al. 2013), and the amount of data required. Bitem-
poral change detection techniques are based on the contrast be-
tween image pairs representative of different times (e.g., Masek
et al. 2008; White et al. 2011) and provide a measure of variation
between instantaneous representations of the state or condition
of the landscape (Kennedy et al. 2014). Bitemporal approaches
require empirical or automatic selection of a threshold, derived
using calibration data of some form (Xian et al. 2009). The
choice and appropriateness of the time interval between pairs
of images often depends on information requirements (Jensen
2005), characteristics of the change agent (Coppin and Bauer
1996), successional condition (Jin and Sader 2005), and avail-
ability of data. In contrast, change detection methods relying
on a relatively dense time series of anniversary images (e.g.,
Huang, Goward, Masek, et al. 2009; Kennedy et al. 2010) are
based on frequent observations and can provide information
about trends and rates of change (Vogelmann et al. 2009) as
well as successional processes (Gómez et al. 2011). With a time
series approach, increasingly transient and subtle change can
be identified (Kennedy et al. 2007; Brooks et al. 2013), being
of particular relevance in regions of rapid recovery and growth
following disturbance (Lunetta et al. 2004; Huang, Goward,
Schleeweis, et al. 2009). Furthermore, the temporal features
(e.g., onset and duration) of a spectral variation associated with
forest change provide practical information for characteriza-
tion of the magnitude and type of ongoing processes, whereas
the spatial component (assuming adequate resolution) identifies
the location, extent, and distribution of events. Driven by im-
proved computing capacity, enhanced statistical algorithms, and

increased availability of data, techniques continue to evolve and
provide more detailed information regarding landscape change
(Hansen and Loveland 2012).

Annual image time-series over forest environments enables
characterization of change and change processes, integrating
features such as magnitude, direction, and persistence. Further,
best-available-pixel (BAP) image compositing using Landsat
surface reflectance data can produce spatially exhaustive, large-
area, dense time-series data conveying unique information on
forest dynamics. Spatial and temporal data gaps can persist
in image composites for a variety of reasons, including data
availability and compositing rules. Our goal in this research
is to investigate and demonstrate the capacity of a time series
of annual Landsat BAP image composites for characterization
of landscape-level forest change. For this purpose, we apply a
multitemporal segmentation approach to generate spatial analy-
sis units and a spectral index temporal derivative approach that
enables simultaneous description of forest state and processes
of change. Specific objectives of this work are to

• Fill in data gaps in series of 15 annual image compos-
ites (1998–2012) by applying a spatiotemporal inter-
polation algorithm;

• Characterize forest landscape change dynamics and de-
scribe ongoing processes at each date, including those
that are spatially and temporally discrete as well as
those that are spatially and temporally diffuse;

• Generate a series of annual proxy image compos-
ites (White et al. 2014), whereby the aforementioned
change dynamics and the similarity of change pro-
cesses that occur in neighboring pixels are used to de-
tect and replace anomalous values in a pixel’s temporal
trajectory.

BACKGROUND

Opportunities for Improved Detection of Change
Data availability is influenced by factors such as the revisit

interval of a given sensor, the presence of atmospheric insta-
bilities (i.e., cloud, shadow, haze, smoke) over the area of in-
terest, and the access ability (e.g., data policy, archive presence
and content, historical legacy). Full access to image reposito-
ries provided by open data policies (e.g., INPE, USGS Landsat
archive; Wulder et al. 2012) offers opportunities to advance pro-
cessing, modelling, and data analysis techniques (Wulder and
Coops 2014). Moreover, the availability of applications-ready
data products with consistent radiometric and geometric proper-
ties reduces preprocessing requirements and enables automation
of BAP compositing approaches that employ logical rules, such
as avoidance of cloud or nonrepresentative phenological condi-
tions. In turn, the production of high-quality image composite
products enables the development of more advanced bitempo-
ral and time-series change detection approaches, improving the
reliability of results. Examples of enhanced intermediate prod-
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ucts are large-area seasonal (Roy, Ju, Kline, et al. 2010), annual
(Broich et al. 2011), and multiyear (Potapov et al. 2011) compos-
ites, as well as a dense time-series characterization protocol that
incorporates a pixel selection and compositing phase (Kennedy
et al. 2012). For identification of processes (e.g., Kennedy et al.
2010; Gómez et al. 2011) and estimation of process-derived
forest structure (Pflugmacher et al. 2012; Frazier et al. 2014;
Gómez et al. 2014), time series of satellite images have shown
to be an increasingly reliable and informative approach.

Notwithstanding the improved accessibility to Landsat data
through global archive consolidation efforts (Roy et al. 2014),
the amount of good quality imagery captured over different parts
of the globe is variable (Roy, Ju, Mbow, et al. 2010; White and
Wulder 2013). Cloud seasonality regime, data gaps resulting
from the Landsat 7 Scan Line Corrector (SLC) failure, par-
ticular policies and capacities of International Cooperator sta-
tions, and program-related image acquisition strategies are key
reasons for the variation of data availability within the global
Landsat archive. All Landsat imagery acquired over Canada
and received by the Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing has
been shared with the United States Geological Survey (USGS)
through a global archive consolidation program (Wulder, White,
Goward, et al. 2008); as a result, over 605,000 images are avail-
able for Canada in a calibrated and analysis-ready form (White
and Wulder 2013).

Developing temporal image compositing methods to obtain
wall-to-wall coverage at annual intervals is a current challenge
being addressed for large area monitoring applications. Tem-
poral composites over extensive regions (Broich et al. 2011;
Griffiths, Van der Linden, et al. 2013) have demonstrated the
utility of rule- and model-based processing of massive amounts
of image data. Issues such as haze, smoke, residual cloud (and
associated shadows) continue to be a challenge, as these fea-
tures can now be reliably detected (Zhu and Woodcock 2012;
Zhu et al. 2015), but they result in data gaps that require infilling
if wall-to-wall image coverage is desired (e.g., Hermosilla et al.
2015). Discrete changes that occur during the growing season
might also confound annual BAP composites, resulting in out-
comes with suboptimal quality for certain applications, (e.g.,
identification of fires or silvicultural interventions; White et al.
2014). As such, new ways of processing and analysing compos-
ite images are recommended for refined product development
(Griffiths, Kuemmerle, et al. 2013), as well as to deal with the
apparent high levels of commission errors in maps of forest loss
(Broich et al. 2011).

Filling Data Gaps
Landsat 7 ETM+ SLC-off images (captured after May 31,

2003) have ∼22 % of the image area composed of missing val-
ues (Arvidson et al. 2006). Haze, smoke, clouds and associated
shadows, or other anomalous pixel values need to be removed
prior to data analysis in order to avoid erroneous results and/or
interpretations. The presence of data gaps in BAP annual com-

posites over areas of frequent fire and persistent cloud regime
can make it difficult to detect or attribute a given event to the
correct date (Hermosilla et al. 2015). Both temporal and spa-
tial methods for filling data gaps in Landsat imagery have been
developed. Soon after the Landsat 7 ETM+ SLC failure, meth-
ods based on local linear-histogram-matching (USGS 2004),
single or multilevel object-based segmentation (Maxwell 2004;
Maxwell et al. 2007) and fusion with MODIS data (Roy et al.
2008) were explored. Although the application of such methods
might improve the visual quality of images, the results might not
provide appropriate reflectance values to support further analy-
ses, particularly in spatially or temporally heterogeneous areas
(Zhu et al. 2012). Geostatistical methods that avail on contextual
proximity (Zhang et al. 2007; Pringle et al. 2009) have proven
superior to deterministic methods, informing of the uncertainty
in predicted values, but tend to fail with linear features and can
produce striping effects (Zhu et al. 2012). In general, methods
using the temporal context produce more accurate gap filling
(Chen et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2012; Zeng et al. 2013). For ex-
ample, integrating temporal (intra-annual) and spatial context,
Chen et al. (2011) approach (Neighborhood Similar Pixel Inter-
polator: NSPI) yielded accurate results in heterogeneous areas
and for small or narrow landscape features. This method was
augmented by Zhu et al. (2012) (Geostatistical Neighborhood
Similar Pixel Interpolator: GNSPI) with geostatistical theory,
specifying temporal trends by land cover type and providing
uncertainty estimates. NSPI and GNSPI assume no land cover
change during the period between the target and auxiliary im-
ages and require some predetermined parameters for land cover
classification. Zeng et al. (2013) proposed a filling method em-
ploying multitemporal weighted linear regression, and Cheng
et al. (2014) introduced a spatiotemporal Markov Random Field
to identify recovering pixels, both getting accurate and improved
results in heterogeneous areas, although at the cost of complex
and computationally expensive methods.

Spatial Context and Temporal Information for
Characterization of Landscape-Level Change

Landscape monitoring with remotely sensed data requires
combined interpretation of both the spatial and temporal char-
acteristics of the forest spectral response. Spectral variations in
time and through space inform ongoing processes and spatial
differences in forest cover and structure. Furthermore, processes
of forest change have been shown to correlate in both space and
time (Gómez et al. 2011).

Object-based techniques for image processing and data anal-
ysis facilitate incorporation of the spatial context for description
of landscape change. As an alternative to pixel-based methods,
groups of contiguous pixels are treated as individual entities
characterized by averaged spectral values, and by contextual
traits such as size, shape, internal variability, or distance to
neighbors in a multidimensional feature space. Advantages of
object-based methods for change detection include minimiza-
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tion of registration errors and shadowing effects (Johansen et al.
2010), reduction of spectral variation for better discrimination
of cover types (Costa et al. 2014), and the ability to address a
multiplicity of spatial scales (Blaschke et al. 2014). The spa-
tial resolution of imagery and the scale chosen for analysis are
crucial elements in object-based change detection approaches
(Chen et al. 2012; Hussain et al. 2013). A range of methods com-
bining spatial context and temporal information have been ap-
plied for characterization of forest landscape change (Table 1).
The foundations for defining meaningful objects for analysis
of change include preexisting geographic information system
(GIS) layers (Walter 2004), independent delineation in each im-
age (Kindu et al. 2013), definition in a reference image for later
comparison in other dates (Hall and Hay 2003), or multidate
image partitioning (Desclée et al. 2006). Likewise, to avoid the
uncertainty of sliver polygons, segmentation may be constrained
(Li et al. 2009), hierarchical (Nijland et al. 2010), or simultane-
ous (Ernst et al. 2012). Multiscale image segmentation provides
diverse and enhanced opportunities for analysis of change at var-
ious spatial (Duveiller et al. 2008; Vergheggen et al. 2010) and
spatiotemporal scales (Gómez et al. 2011). The strengths and
disadvantages identified in Table 1 may differ with variations in
the classification algorithm (e.g., supervised or unsupervised)
or segmentation logic (i.e., similarity criteria, hierarchy).

Defining objects that retain meaning over time is one of
the biggest challenges of change detection approaches sup-
ported by spatial objects (Chen et al. 2012). Homogenous
entities identified as baseline at initial stages of analysis can
change partially over time, reducing object integrity (or clar-
ity) in support of interpretation. Multitemporal segmentation,
the partition of a multidate image stack (Desclée et al. 2006),
ensures significance of objects on various dates by inherent
definition.

Combining the strengths of multitemporal segmentation with
that of time series analysis, Gómez et al. (2011) implemented
a flexible method for simultaneously describing static and dy-
namic conditions in forest ecosystems. By means of a hier-
archical spatiotemporal segmentation, a multiscale system of
landscape units was defined, whereby the transition between
larger and smaller objects (defined with information of initial
and final condition, respectively) is driven by a time series of
processes identified by a spectral index. As the term implies,
spatiotemporal segmentation considers both spatial and tempo-
ral information simultaneously when objects are defined. The
system of spatial units for description of the landscape state
and change is purpose built, conferring the method adaptabil-
ity to a variety of applications, length of analysis period, and
monitoring needs. Time series of spectral data characterize the
state of the landscape within analysis units at each measured
time, and the temporal derivative of the spectral series enables
identification of the rate and directionality of change, identify-
ing simultaneously positive and negative changes (e.g., growth
and stress) at individual dates. Application of such an approach
(e.g., Gómez et al. 2011) facilitate description of both abrupt

(e.g., stand-replacing harvest or fire) and subtle (e.g., insect out-
break, natural growth) processes of change, and can deal with
an irregular and spare distribution of temporal data.

METHODS

Overview
A series of annual BAP composites of Landsat surface re-

flectance data (White et al. 2014) and derived tasseled cap angle
(TCA) image composites were subject to a 3-dimensional (spa-
tiotemporal) interpolation for generation of gap-free proxy com-
posites and characterization of forest change dynamics. After
initial infilling by spatiotemporal interpolation, objects (spatial
units) were generated from spatiotemporal segmentation of the
TCA image stack. These spatial units were used to evaluate the
state and processes of change at the landscape level by analyzing
the trajectories of the TCA and its temporal derivative (the pro-
cess indicator or PI; Gómez et al. 2011). We aimed to refine the
quality of the BAP composites as a source of data for other ap-
plications. With this goal, anomalies in the original annual BAP
composites were detected using a similarity analysis of spec-
tral time series and, as per data gaps, anomalous values were
replaced with proxy values generated using the spatiotemporal
interpolation algorithm. The final outputs of the methods applied
are a spatial database providing detailed characterization of for-
est landscape dynamics and the proxy image composites, which
represent wall-to-wall surface reflectance composites with no
spatial or temporal data gaps. Figure 1 summarizes the main
stages of the methods applied.

Data and Study Areas
Fifteen annual BAP composites (1998–2012) of Landsat sur-

face reflectance data (via LEDAPS, (Masek et al. 2006; Schmidt
et al. 2013)) were used in this research. The original composites
incorporate Landsat TM and ETM+ images acquired during the
growing season (August 1 ± 30 days) through a rule-based pixel
selection process (see White et al. 2014 for details on process-
ing and compositing methods used to generate the annual BAP
composites). Six sample areas (each approximately 800 km2 in
size, Figure 2, Table 2) representative of diverse forest land-
scapes, disturbance regimes, and composite data characteristics
(Figure 3), were chosen in Saskatchewan, Canada.

Across the Taiga Shield ecozone, wildfire is the main driver
of forest change (Wulder et al. 2011; Brandt et al. 2013). Forests
of relatively low density (Power and Gillis 2006) dominated by
white spruce (Picea glauca Moench), balsam fir (Abies bal-
samea L.) and black spruce (Picea mariana Mill.) are replaced,
during early successional stages, by stands of trembling aspen
(Populus tremuloides Michx.) and balsam poplar (Populus bal-
samifera L.) (Ecological Stratification Working Group 1995).
Bogs and fens covered by open stands of tamarack (Larix laric-
ina K. Koch) and black spruce are also frequent. Thainka Lake
sample area (F), which lies within the Taiga Shield and Reynolds
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the main methods applied
for characterization of landscape change and creation of proxy
annual image composites.

FIG. 2. Location of sample areas in Saskatchewan, Canada.

Lake sample area (B) is in the transition with the Boreal Shield
ecozone. In the Boreal Shield, black spruce and jack pine (Pinus
banksiana Lamb) forests, interspersed with lakes and bedrock
outcrops, are also subject to frequent stand replacing wildfires.
The southerly sites have more favorable environmental condi-
tions, resulting in higher stand densities and volumes (Power and
Gillis 2006) and have more rapid recovery after disturbance than
more northerly sites. Rumpel Lake (E) and Macoun Lake (A)
sample areas lie within the Boreal Shield ecozone. Two south-
ern samples are located in the Boreal Plains ecozone, a region
of Saskatchewan where industrial and agricultural land uses are
found, along with active forest harvesting. While pine species
dominate these forests, aspen and poplar make the transition
to the prairies in the south (Ecological Stratification Working
Group 1995). Forestry activities are common in the Bazill Bay
sample area (C), whereas the Barthel sample area (D) is located
in the interface between forest and agricultural regions.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of Landsat observation fre-
quency in each sample site; note that the majority of pixels have
13–15 observations in Bazill Bay (C) and Barthel (D), with the
other sites having less favorable observation frequencies. The
BAP composites over all sample areas have a certain amount
of pixels with 2 consecutive years of missing data (Table 2),
and some sample sites have pixels with 3 consecutive years of
missing data. The worst case scenario of 4 consecutive years of
missing data, known to be uncommon based on image archive
content (White and Wulder 2013) occurs in Macoun Lake (A).
In contrast, the Bazill Bay (C) area is representative of near
optimal conditions with almost complete coverage during the
entire period (1998–2012).

Spatiotemporal Interpolation of Data Gaps
The Tasseled Cap Angle (Powell et al. 2010; Gómez et al.

2011) is a spectral index defined as the arc-tangent of the ra-
tio Greenness (TCG) to Brightness (TCB) of the Tasseled Cap
Transformation (Equation 1). TCA images were derived from
each annual reflectance BAP composite using the tasseled cap
transformation with coefficients for surface reflectance from
Crist (1985), resulting in a temporal series of annual TCA image
composites. To address gaps due to missing data (resulting either
from a lack of available imagery or from clouds and haze), a 3-
dimensional spatiotemporal interpolation algorithm was applied
(Garcı́a 2010; Wang et al. 2012) to both the temporal series of
annual BAP composites and TCA composites, resulting in com-
plete spatial and temporal coverage of surface reflectance and
TCA values (Figure 1). The interpolation algorithm is a penal-
ized least-squares regression based on a 3-dimensional discrete
cosine transform (Wang et al. 2012) that maintains the original
signal where data exist and minimizes smoothing effects where
new data are interpolated.

TCA = arctan (TCG/TCB) [1]
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TABLE 2
Characteristics of sample areas and image data composites

Area identifier Extent (ha)
Composite

observations per pixel
Consecutive Years of missing

values (% of total pixels) Ecozone

(A) Macoun Lake 81,634 5–15 4 (2.5%) Boreal Shield
3 (18%)
2 (39%)

(B) Reynolds Lake 78,551 8–15 4 (0.005%) Taiga Shield / Boreal Shield
3 (2.44%)
2 (12.7%)

(C) Bazill Bay 86,669 11–15 2 (0.26%) Boreal Plain
(D) Barthel 88,601 12–15 3 (0.07%) Boreal Plain

2 (0.43%)
(E) Rumpel Lake 77,332 7–15 3 (10.2%) Boreal Shield

2 (43.8%)
(F) Thainka Lake 73,721 8–15 4 (0.02%) Taiga Shield

3 (0.48%)
2 (22.18%)

Although the foundations of the interpolation algorithm are
long standing (Whittaker 1923), the use of the algorithm for
interpolation is relatively new (Wang et al. 2012), and its per-
formance has not been reported in detail. In order to test the
performance of the spatiotemporal interpolation algorithm, we
introduced synthetic data gaps into our annual BAP composites
and included data gap scenarios that were less favorable than

the conditions actually present in our study sites. Spatial and
temporal gaps of increasing size (10 % to 40 % of image extent
in 1 to 5 consecutive years) were imposed over TCA annual
composites, including areas of obvious change and areas of no
change. We then evaluated the performance of the algorithm,
examining the agreement between the interpolated (predicted)
and original (observed; hereafter referred to as reference values)

FIG. 3. Frequency of Landsat observations in sample areas. X-axis: number of years with observations; Y-axis: proportion of
pixels.
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pixel values by examining values of correlation (R), RMSE, and
bias. As we are interested in assessing the level of association
between the reference and proxy values, we use the correlation
coefficient (R), not the coefficient of variation (R2), which is
better suited to demonstrating the strength (in terms of variance
explained) of predicted values. RMSE provides an indication of
the average difference between the reference and proxy values,
whilst the bias indicates whether the proxy values are typically
lower or higher than the reference values. The effect of the tem-
poral location of the data gap (i.e., missing data in the middle
or end of the time series) and the algorithm’s performance on
reflectance BAP annual composites were also assessed.

Spatiotemporal Segmentation of TCA Image Stack
Spatial units facilitate description, analysis, and reporting

of landscape properties such as forest structure, biomass, and
change. Phenomenon-driven spatial units were defined by image
segmentation of the 15-year TCA image stack (Figure 1). The
TCA cube was subject to spatiotemporal segmentation (Gómez
et al. 2011) with Definiens Cognition Network Technology R©,
whereby all layers were given the same weight. Other param-
eters of the segmentation process (scale = 10, color-shape =
0.9–0.1, and smoothness = 0.5) were selected based on previous
experience (Wulder and Seemann 2003; Gómez et al. 2011) and
current experimentation. Water bodies (with relatively consis-
tent negative TCA over time) were masked prior to segmentation
and excluded from further processing. Resulting objects are by
definition contiguous areas that are similar with regard to vege-
tation and nonvegetation conditions and have followed a similar
transformation path over the period of analysis (1998–2012).
Given the relatively short period considered and the frequency
of data availability, a single-level (opposed to multilevel seg-
mentation described in Gómez et al. 2011) system of landscape
units was deemed sufficient for description of forest state and
change dynamics. Values of TCA and PI were averaged by ob-
ject for further analysis.

Characterizing Landscape State and Change Processes
The TCA has been shown to be a reliable indicator of state and

change in forest landscapes (White et al. 2011). As a proxy of
the proportion of vegetation to nonvegetation, chronosequences
of TCA values have been associated with variations in biomass
(Powell et al. 2010) and carbon content (Gómez et al. 2012)
in coniferous forests. Here, the temporal series of TCA values
were used for describing the annual conditions present over
forested landscapes. In order to capture detailed change in state
condition, a unique scale of TCA values was defined for each
site, and 5 or 6 categories were established (depending on local
variability) from a comprehensive pool of all dates’ values.
The TCA categories were defined with a criterion based on the
statistical distribution of values, whereby the mean TCA ± 0.5
and ± 1.5 standard deviations determine the class boundaries.

At the landscape level, changes in TCA values point to mod-
ifications of vegetation density and ecosystem biomass, with
temporal series being of value for description of landscape dy-
namics. Temporal derivatives of the TCA series were evaluated
to generate the PI series (Gómez et al. 2011, 2014), where PI val-
ues denote the directionality and rate of change in the TCA time
series. Aiming to facilitate the identification of change trends
and to enable punctual attribution of change rates (i.e., one
value at each date), the PI series was generated using smoothed
splines of the TCA series. The resultant PI series enable simulta-
neous identification of positive (e.g., growth) and negative (e.g.,
stress) processes of forest change. This PI differs from spectral
vector change (Malila 1980) in that it provides an instantaneous
measure at each time rather than a measure between 2 times.
However, to enable identification of discontinuities in the TCA
time series corresponding to stand replacing disturbances such
as fire or harvest, a 2nd version of PI values was calculated from
the original (i.e., unsmoothed) TCA series, making this PI ver-
sion equivalent to a single-band spectral change vector, that is, a
measure of directionality and rate of change between 2 times (in
our case 2 consecutive years). With this combined approach of
temporal derivatives, the PI calculated over the smoothed curve
characterizes trends and provides a value of change process at
each measured date, whereas the PI calculated from the original
TCA series identifies discrete transformations that occur within
a single year (i.e., disturbances are located with a temporal pre-
cision of 1 year).

A unique scale of PI values for simultaneous description
of discontinuous change and subtle transformations applicable
to any forest system regardless of canopy cover would be
of paramount interest. However, the rate of variation in
spectral response associated with successional processes varies
according to vegetation structure, species composition, and
site quality. Therefore, PI values are not universal and cannot
be directly compared among different sites. However, stand
replacing disturbances characterized by a strong decline in
reflectance (Schroeder et al. 2011; Goodwin and Collett 2014)
can be identified by a sudden and marked decrease of TCA
in the temporal trajectory (i.e., a discontinuity of the series),
concomitant with the highest negative PI values. In temporally
normalized TCA series (i.e., each year’s TCA pixel value
divided by its temporal average), values of PI at discontinuities
represent a similar process of change. In our study area, we
found that a PI threshold of –0.30 in normalized TCA series
was proficient to identify stand-replacing disturbances and to
map Time Since Disturbance (TSD; results not shown). This
threshold was established by pooling a comprehensive sample
of objects from a range of land cover types as identified in
a circa 2000 land cover product for Canada developed under
the project Earth Observation for Sustainable Development
(EOSD; Wulder, White, Cranny, et al. 2008).

For characterization of continuous processes of change, PI
scales were defined at each site by pooling all PI values. To fa-
cilitate ecological interpretation, 5 categories of change poten-
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tially associated with successional processes (i.e., fast change by
stress, slow change by stress, stability, growth, and fast growth)
were related to PI intervals. For definition of PI intervals, a
criterion based on data distribution was applied whereby class
boundaries are defined by the mean PI ± a number of stan-
dard deviations. The appropriateness of PI scales and associated
thresholds were supported by visual inspection of the original
image composites.

Temporal TCA and PI trajectories of individual objects were
analyzed for description of the landscape change dynamics over
the 15-year period (1998–2012). A spatial database of annual
state and change processes was compiled and interrogated for
spatial location and temporal identification of the dynamics of
interest. Annual maps of state and ongoing change processes
were visualized and statistics summarized, enabling the analysis
and comparison of patterns and distribution of forest condition,
change events, and subtle transformations.

Detection and Replacement of Anomalous Pixel Values
After implementing the gap-filling process described pre-

viously, BAP composites are free of data gaps and enable
characterization of landscape dynamics (as described in the
previous section). However, for modeling applications based
on individual pixel trajectories, the quality and consistency of
image composites benefit from refining approaches (e.g., Her-
mosilla et al. 2015). In order to check the composites’ con-
sistency, individual pixel trajectories were examined with an
automated approach. Pixels with TCA trajectories that were
not consistent with local landscape processes (as defined by
the spatiotemporal segment within which the pixel is located)
may represent anomalous values resulting from the compositing
process (e.g., delayed change detection—whereby the change
happens outside the compositing day-of-year (DOY) window
for a given year—or atmospheric contamination by undetected
cloud, haze, or smoke). They may also correspond to a unique
landscape feature (e.g., bedrock outcrop in a closed canopy
forest).

We explored the capacity of time-series similarity analysis to
automatically identify pixels with spectral anomalies resulting
from delayed change detection and residual atmospheric con-
tamination. Each pixel TCA trajectory was compared with the
average trajectory of its parent object using 2 time-series sim-
ilarity measures: the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm
and the cross-correlation. DTW was evaluated with various pa-
rameter configurations (i.e., symmetric and asymmetric window
step pattern, and unconstrained end; Giorgino 2009) providing
values of global distance (i.e., an overall value of similarity)
and best partial alignment (bpa) indicative of the trajectories’
best aligned length. The maximum value of cross-correlation
and its argument, which indicate the point in time when the tra-
jectories are best aligned and enable identification of a possible
time delay between two trajectories, were also considered. For
reference, greatest similarity of spectral series was defined as a

combination of a low DTW global distance value, a long dura-
tion of best partial alignment, and a maximum cross-correlation
value at time lag zero (i.e., argument 15) (e.g., Figure 4a). Devi-
ations from our defined similarity reference indicate local spec-
trotemporal irregularities, some of which may be associated
with anomalies resulting from the image compositing process.

Pixels with low values of DTW global distance, high bpa,
and a 1-year lag in their maximum cross-correlation values (i.e.,
argument 16) were interpreted as indicators of delayed change
detection in the composite (Figure 4c, d). Low DTW global dis-
tance values and the duration of bpa (Tormene et al. 2009) helped
identify anomalous pixel values by atmospheric residual effects
(Figure 4e); in this case, a remarkably increased DTW normal-
ized cumulative distance (Giorgino 2009) at a given date pro-
vides conclusive information and points to the date of anomaly.
Ideally, other pixel qualities can be informed by the similarity
analysis; for example, pixels with a temporal trajectory signif-
icantly different to the surroundings, as indicated by short bpa
and high DTW global distance may correspond to a unique land-
scape feature (e.g., bedrock outcrop in forest; Figure 4f). Various
flags were generated to relate the nature of the original compos-
ite pixels for later consideration (Table 3). Similar to missing
values or data gaps, anomalous observations were replaced us-
ing spatiotemporal interpolation of eligible observations in both
the TCA and reflectance temporal composites, resulting in more
consistent wall-to-wall products for use in other applications.

RESULTS

Spatiotemporal Interpolation of Data Gaps
We evaluated the performance of the spatiotemporal interpo-

lation algorithm in order to determine its ability to fill synthetic
data gaps of increasing size and persistence (increasing consec-
utive years of missing data) in TCA annual series (Figure 5a).
Additionally, we evaluated the algorithm’s performance when
interpolating annual time series of reflectance composites (Fig-
ure 5b). Our analyses indicated that the performance of the in-
terpolation algorithm was highly dependent on the nature of the
data gaps (Figure 5a, Table 4). For example, considering a data
gap equivalent to 10 % of the image area, as the gap increased
in duration (1 to 5 consecutive years), values of R decreased
(R = 0.975 for a 1-year temporal gap versus R = 0.825 for a
5-consecutive-year temporal gap) and RMSE increased (RMSE
= 0.022 to RMSE = 0.060; Table 4). Spatial gaps of increasing
size (10 % to 40 % the image area) had a similar effect, with
a lower magnitude relative to the impact of temporal gaps. For
example, consider a 10 % spatial gap in 1 year (R = 0.975,
RMSE = 0.022) compared to a 40 % spatial gap over 1 year (R
= 0.945, RMSE = 0.046). Bias typically increases with increas-
ing size of spatial gaps and was relatively small and consistently
negative for 3- and 4-year gaps (regardless of gap size). Despite
decreasing R and increasing RMSE when the spatiotemporal
gap increases, agreement between predicted and reference data
remains over 85 % when 20 % spatial gaps persist for more
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FIG. 4. Samples of TCA time-series similarity analysis. (a, b): Expected similarity with maximum cross-correlation nonlagged
(argument 15). (c, d): Anomalous pixel due to delayed disturbance detection, identified by cross-correlation lagged +1 (argument
16) and long best partial alignment in the symmetric and asymmetric window patterns. (e) Anomalous pixel by residual atmospheric
feature identified by differing best partial alignment in the symmetric and asymmetric window patterns. (f) Land-cover dissimilarity
(unique landscape feature) identified by large DTW global distance and short best partial alignment.

than 3 consecutive years. Although the temporal location of a
1-year data gap did not impact the interpolation performance
(Figure 5c); when two or more consecutive years were missing,
R and RMSE values were less favorable than similar scenarios
in the middle of the series. For instance, comparing the filling
of a 4-consecutive-year data gap in the middle of the time series
(years 5 to 8), with an initial (years 2 to 5) and final (years 11 to
14) gap, the agreement between predicted and reference values
varies (R = 0.86/0.84/0.81 and RMSE = 0.05/0.06/0.05). The
interpolation of data gaps in reflectance band composites had
lower R values for the visible bands 1, 2, and 3 (R < 0.90) and

higher R for bands 4, 5, and 7 (R > 0.95) (Figure 5b, Table 5).
RMSE was largest for band 4 and smallest for band 1. Bias was
small and negative for all spectral bands except band 1, indicat-
ing that proxy values were typically higher than the reference
values, except for band 1 (Tables 4, 5).

The 3D character of the interpolation (Figure 6) enabled in-
filling of values at end dates of the time series (i.e., temporal
boundary) and image borders (i.e., spatial boundary). Temporal
spectral profiles of infilled pixels proved the effective consid-
eration of both temporal and spatial dimensions for proficient
nonlinear interpolation.
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TABLE 3
Values of the flag raster layers characterizing the quality of

original composite pixels, including identified spectrotemporal
anomalies

Value Definition

0 Good value
1 Single date missing value
2 Two or more consecutive missing values

in middle of series
3 Anomaly by delayed change detection

Spatiotemporal Segmentation of TCA Image Stack
The process of image segmentation generated spatial units as

characterized in Table 6. Objects derived by spatiotemporal seg-
mentation of the TCA image (69.5 ha on average) are practical
units for analysis and reporting of change locally, providing de-
tailed spatial information of forest state and ongoing processes.

Characterizing Landscape State and Change Processes
Global average TCA values at each site describe the over-

all proportion of vegetation to nonvegetation during the en-
tire period (1998–2012; Figure 7a). Samples in the Boreal
Plains (Bazill Bay and Barthel) show significantly higher val-
ues of TCA, reflecting more favorable conditions for develop-
ing denser vegetation coverage. There is no major difference
in global TCA values between the Taiga Shield (Thainka Lake
and Reynolds Lake) and the Boreal Shield sites (Rumpel Lake
and Macoun Lake) ( Figure 7a), indicating similar proportions
of vegetation to nonvegetation during the period considered
and despite typical differences in the site quality between eco-
zones. Rumpel Lake site recorded the lowest global TCA value
(Table 7); from the initial date, the overall TCA here trends
slightly upward, indicating vegetation recovery from large wild-
fires that occurred in and prior to 1998 (Canadian Forest Service
2013) (Figure 7b). Significant changes in the overall proportion
of vegetation to nonvegetation occurred in Reynolds Lake in
2000–2001 and in Macoun Lake in 2005–2006, as consequence
of large fire events and remarkable decline of TCA is obvious
in Bazill Bay and Barthel after 2000, with minimum values in
2003.

Overall, values of the PI for the period 1998 to 2012 (Fig-
ure 7c) point to vegetation decline or stress (high negative PI)
in Thainka Lake and Macoun Lake, stability or equilibrated
change (overall PI close to zero) in Reynolds Lake, and growth
(high positive PI) in Rumpel Lake, Barthel, and Bazill Bay. Ex-
amining the chronosequence of average PI values (Figure 7d),
we found high negative values in 2001 and 2002 for Reynolds
Lake, and in 2003 and 2004 for Thainka Lake, associated with
large wildfires in these areas. Equally high negative PI values

FIG. 5. Evaluation of the spatiotemporal interpolation perfor-
mance with Pearson’s R. (a) Agreement with reference of TCA
values after interpolation of synthetic data gap covering 10 %
extent of image in 1 to 5 consecutive years; (b) Agreement with
reference of individual Landsat reflectance bands after interpo-
lation of synthetic 10 % extent of image spatial gap; (c) Agree-
ment with reference of TCA after interpolation of synthetic gap
covering 10 % extent of image in a single year.

occurred in 2001 and 2002 in Bazill Bay and Barthel areas and
were associated with high mortality rates of aspen in this re-
gion, as consequence of an extreme drought (Bonsal and Regier
2007). After 2003, the increase of vegetation density (PI > 0) in
the Barthel and Bazill Bay sites surpassed previous decline. Rel-
atively high values of PI standard deviation indicate significant
variability of change processes in the Barthel area (Table 7),
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TABLE 4
Results of spatiotemporal interpolation performance assessment in different scenarios of consecutive years’ data gaps and spatial

gaps (TCA)

10% spatial gap 20% spatial gap 30% spatial gap 40% spatial gap

R RMSE Bias R RMSE Bias R RMSE Bias R RMSE Bias

1 year (year 7) 0.975 0.022 0.0004 0.971 0.027 −0.0004 0.964 0.031 −0.0022 0.945 0.046 −0.0006
2 years (years

6–7)
0.924 0.039 0.0033 0.924 0.047 0.0044 0.911 0.052 0.0043 0.901 0.062 0.0080

3 years (years
5–7)

0.907 0.048 −0.0188 0.907 0.059 −0.0235 0.890 0.066 −0.0276 0.871 0.072 −0.0211

4 years (years
5–8)

0.862 0.054 −0.0031 0.864 0.065 −0.0098 0.840 0.072 −0.0144 0.837 0.079 −0.0110

5 years (years
5–9)

0.825 0.060 0.0037 0.826 0.069 0.0018 0.789 0.078 0.0020 0.804 0.085 0.0036

where stand replacing disturbance (harvesting) is followed by
regeneration. Furthermore, a 4-year cycle is evident in the over-
all landscape processes (Figure 7d). Cyclical trends of prevalent
change processes are less pronounced in the 2nd half of the study
period, possibly in relation to a reduction in provincial harvest
since 2004 (Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment 2012).

Histograms of the overall distribution of processes
(Figure 8a) are constructed relative to local ecosystem con-
ditions, i.e., defined with site-dependent PI intervals. The shape
of the histograms, and the values of skewness and kurtosis (Ta-
ble 7), point to different landscape change dynamics in sample
areas. For instance, a normal distribution with a mean of zero
and little spread (e.g., Rumpel Lake) indicates overall stabil-
ity (negative changes such as disturbance are offset by positive
changes such as growth). A hump within the PI intervals in-
dicative of growth or stress suggests some prevalence of these
processes during the period (e.g., Reynolds Lake, Bazill Bay).
An extended distribution relates a dynamic landscape with pro-
cesses of change balanced (e.g., Bazill Bay). In contrast, the
distribution of processes in Rumpel Lake, characterized by high
kurtosis value, suggests the existence of a few extreme events
responsible for the variability in this landscape area.

TABLE 5
Results of spatiotemporal interpolation performance

assessment in different reflectance bands for a 10% extent gap

Band R RMSE Bias

1 0.785 0.0053 0.00004
2 0.861 0.0060 −0.00081
3 0.902 0.0054 −0.00002
4 0.946 0.0215 −0.01067
5 0.955 0.0168 −0.00817
7 0.958 0.0109 −0.00271

As demonstrated, landscape values of global PI may be sim-
ilar, yet can relate different landscape dynamics (e.g., negative
PI responding to fire or gradual decline caused by drought or
disease). Locally, specific processes of change may be distin-
guished by PI temporal trajectories as they diverge according to
the nature of change: forest stands affected by drought or disease
will typically have several consecutive years of low negative PI
values (i.e., slow change), whereas stand-replacing disturbances
typically manifest as sudden and highly negative PI, associated
with the magnitude and relative speed of these fast-changing
events.

Temporal summaries facilitate examination of landscape-
change dynamics, identifying prevalence of processes and tem-
poral distribution of change, and unveiling a diversity of patterns
that could be associated with local conditions (e.g., land use,
weather). Summaries in Bazill Bay and Barthel, the southern-
most sample locations, exhibited similar change dynamics over
time (Figure 8b). Both sites were mostly stable but appeared
affected by drought in 2001 and 2002, to which vegetation in
Bazill Bay was slower to recover relative to vegetation in Barthel
(Figure 8b). In Rumpel Lake, extensive areas increased the pro-
portion of vegetation to nonvegetation at various dates—as per
high positive PI values in 1999, 2005, and 2011—while global
TCA values remained low (Figure 7d): this is likely explained
by the vigorous recovery of shrubs and open stands of conif-
erous after disturbance. Figure 9 portrays the spatial distribu-
tion of processes over time in Bazill Bay (C), where the land-
scape is dominated by subtle processes of growth and stress, and
Reynolds Lake (B), where discrete and drastic events occurred
during the study period.

Detection and Replacement of Anomalous Pixel Values
The majority of pixels (68.46 %) examined had spectral tra-

jectories that were notably similar to the average trajectory of
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FIG. 6. Examples of the spatiotemporal interpolation. (a1, a2): TCA composite before and after, respectively, interpolation. (b1,
b2): Reflectance composite before and after, respectively, interpolation of an extensive data gap by lack of observations. (c1, c2):
Reflectance composite before and after, respectively, interpolation of stripped data gap typical of Landsat 7 ETM+ SLC-off.

the pixel’s neighbourhood (Table 8). We identified composite
anomalies corresponding to delayed detection of a disturbance
event in 0.37 % of the inspected pixel trajectories, when the
maximum cross-correlation was lagged by +1 (i.e., argument
16) and the DTW bpa was ≥14 for both the symmetric and
asymmetric window patterns (e.g., Figure 4c, d). Residual atmo-
spheric contamination was indicated for 2.31 % pixels with low

TABLE 6
Characteristics of spatial units resulting from image

segmentation

Spatial segments (objects)

Sample site Number
Mean ± stdev

area (ha)

(A) Macoun Lake 843 74.7 ± 65.5
(B) Reynolds Lake 775 86.9 ± 66.9
(C) Bazill Bay 1042 79.1 ± 79.1
(D) Barthel 1481 58.7 ± 67.5
(E) Rumpel Lake 794 84.1 ± 59.9
(F) Thainka Lake 1839 33.4 ± 25.4

DTW global distance, maximum cross-correlation at lag zero,
and bpa asymmetric << bpa symmetric. The date of anoma-
lies was marked by a remarkably increased DTW normalized
cumulative distance (Giorgino 2009).

The parametric configuration of DTW and cross-correlation
similarity measures aimed to identify anomalous values related
to the BAP composite generation, in particular those anoma-
lies leading to delayed change detection and residual clouds.
As a byproduct of this process, the analysis pointed to other
qualities of pixel values, although exhaustive exploration was
beyond the scope of this study. The parametric configuration of
the similarity analysis left around 25 % of pixels’ trajectories
unexplained (Table 8); with a less strict criterion for trajectory
similarity (i.e., bpa ≥ 10), 80 % of pixels would fall into the
“expected” category, suggesting more research is needed into
parametric tuning and the utility of time-series similarity mea-
sures for assessment of time-series quality. We evaluated these
results qualitatively, with visual inspection of all pixels identi-
fied as anomalous through the 15-year time series. The majority
of those identified as anomalous by delayed change detection
were confirmed correct, but a few appeared scattered on the
boundary of a water body. Those categorized under residual
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FIG. 7. Values of TCA and PI in sample areas. (a, c): Overall values for period 1998–2012. (b, d): Evolution of average values
during period 1998–2012.

atmospheric anomaly included clouds, but also shadows, and
eventual water bodies.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we used a 15-year (1998–2012) time series

of annual Landsat BAP composites (White et al. 2014) as a
source of information for landscape-level characterization of
change in Saskatchewan, Canada. The frequency of BAP obser-
vations in the time series, all of which were captured during the
growing season (1 August ± 30 days), varied by sample site,
with a greater number of data gaps found in areas of persis-
tent cloud cover. Data gaps were filled using a spatiotemporal

interpolation algorithm that preserved existing observations, en-
abled wall-to-wall data coverage, and minimized uncertainties
that typically remain with interpolations operating in either the
temporal or spatial domains exclusively (Huang et al. 2010;
Zhu et al. 2012). We documented how the performance of the
spatiotemporal interpolation algorithm varied according to the
characteristics of the data gaps (e.g., spatial extent, temporal
extent, and temporal location in the time series). Spatial data
gaps of 4 or more years representing 20 % of the pixels within
the study unit were reliably filled by the algorithm, providing
that supportive spectral data existed in years before and after the
temporal gap. As expected, the reliability of the composite in
interpolated areas decreases with increasing size (both spatial

TABLE 7
Statistical values of TCA and PI indices for land areas in each sample site

Macoun Lake (A) Reynolds Lake (B) Bazill Bay (C) Barthel (D) Rumpel Lake (E) Thainka Lake (F)

TCA mean 0.398 0.393 0.609 0.627 0.285 0.423
TCA stdev 0.150 0.112 0.115 0.161 0.106 0.129
TCA skewness −0.636 0.158 −0.801 −1.178 −0.589 −0.999
TCA kurtosis 0.343 1.260 2.011 1.213 0.167 1.071
PI mean −0.008 0.002 0.014 0.014 0.009 −0.006
PI stdev 0.066 0.062 0.058 0.088 0.035 0.056
PI skewness −0.975 −1.248 −0.610 0.522 −1.574 −1.282
PI kurtosis 1.519 3.042 3.121 4.624 7.382 3.307
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FIG. 8. (a) Overall distribution of processes in sample sites, indicating a range of landscape dynamics during the study period
(1998–2012). (b) Proportion of area undergoing processes by year.

and temporal) of the data gap. Three-dimensional interpolation
methods, such as that demonstrated herein, provide a means
for filling gaps in pixel-series for locations where data avail-
ability is limited (for the variety of reasons we have identified
herein).

When compared to the use of single scenes, BAP image com-
posites are advantageous because they afford seamless coverage
over very large areas. A temporal stack of wall-to-wall, annual
data enable identification of otherwise nondetected changes.
When generating BAP image composites for large areas, stan-
dardized protocols for radiometric and atmospheric correction,

(e.g., LEDAPS; Masek et al. 2006), and cloud detection (e.g.,
Fmask; Zhu and Woodcock 2012; Zhu et al. 2015) are necessary.
The reliability of image composites for land cover and change,
biomass estimation, and carbon modeling over large areas is of
paramount interest (e.g., Potapov et al. 2011; Griffiths, Van der
Linden, et al. 2013; Griffiths, Kuemmerle, et al. 2013). Annual
composite products, which have a greater likelihood of residual
clouds when compared to multiyear composites (Broich et al.
2011), facilitate time series analysis and thereby can provide
increasingly improved results for change detection and forest
structural characterization. The restriction of pixel observations
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FIG. 9. Processes of change over time occurred during the study period in Bazill Bay (C) and Reynolds Lake (B).
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TABLE 8
Quality of pixels characterized by the time-series similarity
analysis using dynamic time warping and cross-correlation

measures

Pixel Quality Similarity Measures
Proportion

(%)

Expected: trajectory
similar to average
neighborhood

Low DTW global
distance

Max. cross-correlation
non-lagged

68.46

bpa asymmetric ≥ 12
bpa symmetric ≥ 12

Anomaly: delayed
disturbance detection

Low DTW global
distance

0.37

Max. cross-correlation
lagged + 1

bpa asymmetric ≥ 14
bpa symmetric ≥ 14

Anomaly: residual
atmospheric feature

Low DTW global
distance

2.31

Max. cross-correlation
non-lagged

bpa asymmetric << bpa
symmetric

Cumulative distance
Land cover dissimilarity:

unique landscape
feature

Large DTW global
distance

Short bpa

3.78

Note: bpa = best partial alignment calculated with the DTW.

to those acquired during the growing season aims to minimize
reflectance discrepancies due to phenology and sun angle differ-
ences. Furthermore, with an object-based approach for analysis
of change, the impact of residual cloud patches (i.e., those not
detected by Fmask) should be reduced by averaging of pixel
values within objects. Nevertheless, phenological disparities or
atmospheric anomalies such as cloud and haze can persist in im-
age composites (as well as mosaics and single scenes), compli-
cating landscape change detection. The spatiotemporal segmen-
tation approach was used not only to provide spatial context for
change detection, but also to aid in the identification of anoma-
lous pixel values, such as delayed change detection or residual
cloud (or haze) not detected with Fmask. Our analysis of the
similarity of spectral trajectories, implemented through DTW
and cross-correlation measures, provided valuable information
about the quality of the composite as well as detecting anoma-
lies for replacement. The approach was implemented using real
data, reducing some of the options synthetic data provide (e.g.,
exhaustive accuracy assessment) and yielded correct but not
fully conclusive results. Some issues requiring further investi-
gation were apparent during the current implementation: the best
trajectory length for detecting anomalies while balancing com-

puting effort, a need to evaluate omission error (i.e., amount of
undetected anomalies), and the adequacy of the reference units
for comparison (i.e., objects). Additional research could be im-
plemented to increase our understanding of the pixel quality
as indicated by parametric combinations of similarity measures
and to further benefit from the contextual time series analysis.
As demonstrated, combining spatial and temporal traits of spec-
tral trajectories enables gap-filling of annual BAP composites
for use in a range of forest monitoring applications.

Time-series approaches have shown to be effective for char-
acterization of change in forest landscapes (Kennedy et al. 2012;
Potapov et al. 2012; Goodwin and Collett 2014), with some ad-
vantages over bi-temporal methods that rely on paired images–or
multi-year composites in the case of large areas. For example,
time series analyses can inform on trends and rates of change
(Goodwin et al. 2008) rather than solely characterizing the pres-
ence or absence of change. Time-series approaches are capable
of supporting the characterization of a broader range of pro-
cesses (Gillanders et al. 2008) and change patterns (Gómez et al.
2014). With appropriate data available via direct observation or
modeling, trend analysis becomes valuable for describing sub-
tle and continuous processes (Eastman et al. 2009; Parmentier
et al. 2014). In our analysis, we combined an annual series of
spectral data with an object-based approach for characterizing
change dynamics at the landscape level, relying on the TCA
and its temporal derivative, the PI. TCA is a proficient spec-
tral index for detecting land cover change (White et al. 2011),
modeling biomass over time (Powell et al. 2010) and charac-
terizing carbon pooling dynamics (Gómez et al. 2012). As an
indicator of the proportion of vegetation to nonvegetation, vari-
ations in TCA can characterize changing density in forests, and
while global values can identify development or deterioration
of overall ecosystem condition, local trends and patterns of PI
over time identify processes and facilitate inference of the type,
magnitude, and agent of change. For example, some sample
sites in Saskatchewan showing overall high negative PI values
at one date were affected by fires with complete cover removal,
whereas other samples had similar overall high negative PI val-
ues resulting from drought stress. Simultaneous interpretation
of forest condition with the TCA and change process with the PI
enables distinction of the type and disturbance agent, because
they produce different spectral responses in forest stands (Hais
et al. 2009; Schroeder et al. 2011). For assessment of carbon bud-
gets, it becomes relevant to identify perturbation intensity and
forest condition prior to disturbance, because both factors influ-
ence the NEP recovery rate (Taylor et al. 2014). The accuracy
of subtle and progressive change is difficult to assess (Olofsson
et al. 2014), particularly in historical series where no auxiliary
data exist. In the absence of more detailed or accurate informa-
tion, self-consistency and data evidence are the most reliable
available tools. Furthermore, the potential impact of phenolog-
ical effects during the summery 60-day envelope of our BAP
composites is presumably different depending on land cover
type (e.g., coniferous or deciduous forests, grasslands) and de-
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pending on the spatial scale of analysis. For example, a few
pixels’ observations at the start or end of the allowable com-
positing period may affect a small object but may be irrelevant
as part of a larger one. Indeed, per-pixel and local analysis
would benefit from inspection of phenological effects on TCA
and annual PI trajectories, and time-series similarity measures
might play an important role in determining the magnitude of
phenological impacts.

Combining the strengths of continuous and discrete ap-
proaches, temporal derivatives of the smoothed and original
spectral signals enabled identification of subtle change and pre-
cise dating of disturbance. As a derivative of a smoothed and
adjusted curve (e.g., spline), PI values indicate the instanta-
neous rate and directionality of change at measured dates, and
by means of this continuous technique, trends of change are
also identified. For time-series analysis, splines are superior to
other continuous methods (e.g., wavelets) in providing the an-
alytical adjusted function and its derivative value at any time,
so that ongoing processes can be determined. However, contin-
uous methods are not optimal for detecting temporal disconti-
nuities in spectral response corresponding with stand-replacing
disturbance. For identification of stand-replacing disturbance
with annual time precision, a temporal derivative of the original
TCA trajectory is most effective, evaluating change by annual
intervals. Through a scale of temporally normalized TCA tra-
jectories, a unique value of PI identifies drastic transformations
in various ecozones and for a range of disturbance regimes in
Saskatchewan. Alternative to the statistical approach used here
for definition of site-dependent PI scales, PI intervals related
with successional processes could be calibrated with ground
samples, whereby negative PI ranges could describe vegetation
decline, and positive PI intervals could relate to regrowth, en-
croachment, or plantation. For application of this method to
large areas, ecozones or subregions would constitute natural
units, whereby PI scales could be derived in accordance with
zone-specific environmental conditions and vegetation struc-
ture and composition. Through this work, we have identified
some issues that merit further investigation. In particular, the
extendibility of the method over large areas poses challenges
both in terms of computational effort and parameterization of
the methods applied.

CONCLUSIONS
An annual series of Landsat best-available-pixel image com-

posites constitute a valuable source of information for moni-
toring forest change dynamics at the landscape level over large
areas. Pixel locations where observations are missing as a result
of limited data availability or atmospheric effects can be filled in
or replaced with spatiotemporal interpolation algorithms. The
reliability of infill values is dependent on the spatial size and
temporal persistence of the data gap. As would be expected, the
smaller the temporal and spatial gaps, the more readily an infill
value can be interpolated (Table 4). Spatial units with similar

vegetation characteristics and change history can be generated
via spatiotemporal segmentation of the infilled image compos-
ites, supporting the description of landscape dynamics. The Tas-
seled Cap Angle (TCA) and its temporal derivative, the Process
Indicator (PI), are useful tools for characterizing forest state and
change processes, describing continuous transformations such
as growth and stress, as well as periodic disturbances such as fire
and harvest. Knowledge of the nature of a given change process
informs the understanding of the causal agents of change. Time-
series similarity analysis using dynamic time warping (DTW)
and cross-correlation measures provides valuable information
about pixel-level composite quality, supporting the identifica-
tion of anomalous values for replacement. The 3 activities de-
scribed herein—infill via spatiotemporal interpolation, change
detection and characterization via spatiotemporal segmentation
and analysis of spectral time-series, and detection and replace-
ment of anomalous pixel values—result in gap-free, cloud-free,
large-area proxy value image composites. The change objects
and their associated TCA and PI trajectories offer, as shown
through the ecologically representative study sites investigated,
the ability to characterize both disturbance and postdisturbance
processes. The size and duration of disturbance events can be
clearly differentiated between one another, as can postdistur-
bance spectral trends. The spatial detail offered by Landsat data
enables capture of management activities on the landscape, and
the longevity of the Landsat program provides critical baseline
information for ongoing and future monitoring efforts.
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